Communication Solutions

The Ultimate Guest Connection @NH
HTC International installed Panasonic communication solutions
at NH Hotel Group in order to integrate in-house systems and
deliver mobility to every staff member
Client - NH Hotel Group
Location - Amsterdam
Challenge
To provide NH Hotel Group with a
communications infrastructure that
gives the best possible connection for
both staff and guests and allows the
hotel staff to focus on providing the best
guest experience, while enhancing the
safety of guests.

Solution
To install a communication server with a
fully integrated cordless telephone
system, including flexible front of house
equipment and a guest rooms
connection.

Thanks to the integration with
our Guest Software
application, I can check the
details on the integrated
cordless solution. This
enhances the guest
experience.

Floris Kemper, Assistant
Hotel Director at NH
Collection Barbizon Palace Amsterdam

Founded in 1978 by Antonio Catalán, NH Hotel Group has gone through a series of
acquisitions throughout 1980s, 1990s and 2000s (Jolly in Italy, Krasnapolsky in the
Netherlands, Astron in Germany).
This increased the size of NH Hotel Group to almost 400 hotels with nearly 60,000 rooms.
In 2014, four brands were created to commercialise its properties: NH Hotels, NH
Collection, nhow, and Hesperia Resorts.
NH Collection Hotels are Premium hotels spread across major capitols of Europe and
America. These are three or four star urban hotels for guests searching for an excellent
location for the best price.
NHOW are unconventional and cosmopolitan hotels, each with a unique personality in
major cities. Hesperia Resorts are situated in stunning locations, they are the perfect
choice for couples and families who seek the ideal combination of rest and enjoyment.
Established Relationship
When NH Hotel Group acquired the 'Krasnapolsky' chain in the Netherlands, they were
also introduced to HTC International which had a well established relationship as the
network and communication solutions provider for the hotels.
HTC International is an all-round supplier of business communication systems and
telematics solutions, founded in 1973. It specialises in the total package of telematics,
networking, telecom and various special video and data applications to network-related
ICT.
Over the first few years, many of the newly acquired hotels where 'converted' to a future
ready communication solution - taking all the requirements from NH Hotel Group's
commitment for the best guest experience in to consideration.
"Taking the needs and smiles from the guests as the first priority and servicing them with
uninterrupted communication equipment is vital," comments Floris Kemper, Assistant
Hotel Director at NH Collection Barbizon Palace - Amsterdam.
Providing better Service
"With hotel staff constantly rushed off their feet, guest experience can be enhanced by
making sure the employees are always reachable wherever they are," explains Floris.
Integrating a seamless communication cordless system in the hotel can increase security
and ensure a better guest service.
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